
Glitch Ahead

However.  
Well, goshdarnit?
Whirling about at the very center of all this latest national enthusiasm for the manufacture 

of that brand-new “value-added” structure of an educator assessment (a magical, modern-day 
structure capable of implementing an all-teacher-statistical, test-score-engendered evaluation) – 
there was one sort of huge, and, well, unexpected…

Oh, gee-whiz, who could’ve seen it coming?
Glitch.
In the manner typical to urgently legislated bell-the-cat solutions, these latest abruptly 

written dictates demanding an all-teacher “value-added” evaluation – mandates imperiously 
rubber-stamped by privileged-class politicians and modern-day school boards alike – well, these 
precipitously engendered dictates enthusiastically delineated yet more financially overreaching 
(and, if truth be told, far from monetarily feasible) edicts for a no-excuses statistical 
accountability. 

 Suddenly, not because so far the mandates behind a retributive testing had worked out so 
darned well over the past ten years, but simply because assertive, pushed-as-kid-centered laws 
now demanded it, all teachers inside a building – not simply those who, as math, science or 
literacy employees, had been participating in a legally obligated NCLB testing – but now, by 
law?  

All teachers must be “value-added” evaluated and held statistically accountable through a 
proof-of-ability, test-score-collected evidence.  

However, if anyone was paying attention?
These excitingly new and enthusiastically legislated “value-added” laws exacting an all-

teacher statistical evaluation; well, in actuality?  They made very little sense.  Should these laws 
be honestly enforced, they would, in fact, turn out to be possibly the most expensively 
overreaching mandates yet generated inside the endlessly shifting world of an educational 
reform. 

Because; well, hello?  
Nonchalantly writing up laws for ordering a hard-hitting all-teacher “value-added” 

evaluation; enthusiastically rubber-stamping the now legalized demand for implementing all-
teacher assessments based upon an annually generated test score evidence (a practice also known 
as a value added model, or VAM)?*   

Was authorizing the accumulation of a test-score data where – whew boy, surprise!  Even 
with all of the never-ending NCLB/R2T focus upon testing:

Well, in point of fact?
	
 Relatively few tests actually existed.

*To the glutinous delight of test makers (more than a few, in modern days, ever-fatter computer companies): When a 
suddenly decided state-created legislation demanded that all teacher test-score evaluations would now be 
necessitated as a means to force acceptable outcomes from lowest-income schools, these same state-mandated laws?  
Assertively invaded all schools, not merely those already struggling with their visibly lowest scores. 


